Introduction: Facial beauty lies on lip prominence which in turn is the reflection of dental and skeletal relation of the jaws beside the lip morphology. Thus, orthodontist has control over lip prominence to enhance beauty by altering skeletal and dental relation. Hence analyzing lip prominence is essential for the success of orthodontic treatment. The aim of the present study is to determine lip prominence using different reference planes and secondly to assess sexual differences in lip prominence.
INTRODUCTION
Analysis of orthodontic treatment focuses on lip prominence along with hard tissue analysis. 1 A paradigm shift from hard tissues to soft tissues has been realized in the recent years due to the fact that the dental and skeletal corrections are eventually reflected upon the overlying soft tissue drape. 2 For the purpose many analysis has been put forward like Ricketts E line, Steiners S line, Burstones B line, Holdaways H line and Merrifields Z angle. 3 Later as the analysis was performed in different ethnic groups, ethnic diversity has been proven as in Sushners Su line in Black population. 4 Greater ethnic differences in soft tissue relationship than in skeletal and dental relationship has been reported. 5 Knowing the Brahmins lip prominence with reference to different reference planes holds the clinical value for orthodontic treatment planning.
MATERIALS AND METHOD
Ethical approval was obtained from the Institutional Review Board (IRB -IOM). Radiographs taken were in natural head position with maximum intercuspation and lips in light contact. 6, 7 
Cephalometric Method
Using tools as 0.003 inches thick matte acetate tracing paper, 0.5 micro tipped pencils, intense light of view box, soft tissue landmarks was outlined manually. For better visualization of the soft tissues, cardboard is used to mask the radiopaque area. 3 Their names were blinded to prevent researcher bias. Soft tissue landmarks was localised and the linear distance from the most prominent point in the outline of the lip to the reference lines of different analysis system namely Steiners, Ricketts, Burstone, Sushner, Holdaway and Merrifield Z angle was measured using the measuring scale and protractor nearest to 0.5 mm. Lip position ahead of the line was considered as positive and behind as negative. Landmarks were relocalised and average of differences was considered. Definition of landmarks and the reference planes are presented in table 1 and 2. Different reference lines of the study are presented in figure 1.
Statistical Analysis
Intraobserver variation in measurements performed in a week interval was statistically analyzed using 
DISCUSSION
Lip prominence is the reflection of skeletal and dental relation beside the influence of the soft tissue drape of the lip. 2 Lateral cephalograms collected for this study were of individuals having skeletally and dentally normal relation is less prominent than that of male lips.
Greater thickness of lips in males could be the contributing factor for the prominent lips in male Brahmins. 13 Pogonion to nasion perpendicular which signifies the chin position indicates posteriorly positioned chin in male Brahmins than female Brahmins, could be the contributing factor for females to have prominent lower lips than males. 14 The five reference planes of this analysis has one of their location in the chin. Preference of lip prominence in reference to chin position has been observed in earlier studies. 15 Brahmins lip prominence was found to be greater compared to established norms given by Ricketts, Burstone and Holdaway, which could be due to dentoalveolar protrusion in Brahmins compared to Caucasians . 14 
